Railsea

On board the moletrain Medes, Sham Yes
ap Soorap watches in awe as he witnesses
his first moldywarpe hunt. The giant mole
bursting from the earth, the harpoonists
targeting their prey, the battle resulting in
ones death & the others glory are
extraordinary. But no matter how
spectacular it is, travelling the endless rails
of the railsea, Sham senses that theres more
to life. Even if his captain can think only of
her obsessive hunt for one savage mole.
When they find a wrecked train, its a
welcome distraction. But the impossible
salvage Sham finds there leads to trouble.
Soon hes hunted on all sides: by pirates,
trainsfolk, monsters & salvage-scrabblers.
& it might not be just Shams life thats
about to change. It could be the whole of
the railsea. Praise for China Mieville:
Fiction of the new century Neil Gaiman,
Mievilles work is thrillingly imaginative
immensely witty & utterly unforgettable
Scotland on Sunday, One of the most
imaginative young writers around in any
kind of fiction Guardian, Mievilles
imagined societies may be fantastic, but
they are utterly coherent ... wonderfully
infectious Daily Telegraph

- 1 min - Uploaded by StrakulA brief video about Railsea, the novel by China Mieville. Not really much of a review,
just In his new novel, China Mieville brings Moby-Dick to dry land. The world of Railsea consists of continents and
islands linked by train tracksStart by marking Railsea as Want to Read: Thank you, China Mieville. Ive only read one
book by China Mieville, but Ive heard many good things about his writing from many smart people. Great Southern
Moldywarpe, Talpa ferox rex. Antlion, Myrmeleon deinos. noun. Man-eating eruchthonous insect of great size, with
compoundRailsea is a young adult novel by China Mielville. It details the journeys and exploits of Sham Yes ap Soorap,
a boy somewhere in his late teens, as he lives hisThe railsea is the main setting of the entire book, except the very
ending. Some time ago, there was a massive corporate war during which most of the seas were - 46 sec - Uploaded by
Random HouseBUY the Railsea by China Mieville: Amazon: http:///Ux7vJi B&N: http ://www.bit Some of the finest
writing, thinking and sheer joy is coming out of the SF/fantasy genre at the moment, especially in Britain, and Railsea is
a - Buy Railsea book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Railsea book reviews & author details and more
at Amazon.in. Free delivery onBut no matter how spectacular it is, Sham cant shake the sense that there is more to life
than traveling the endless rails of the railsea - even if his captain canOn board the moletrain Medes, Sham Yes ap Soorap
watches in awe as he witnesses his first moldywarpe hunt: the giant mole [] That Railsea satisfactorily answers these
questions and wriggles out of many more self-imposed knots are among its chief charms. Ill avoidOther names besides
[Herman] Melvilles will surely come to mind as you read this thrilling taletheres Dunes Frank Herbert. . . . But in this, as
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in all of hisSavage giant moles, rail pirates, and explorers abound in China Mievilles thrilling young adult novel,
Railsea. On board the moletrain Medes, Sham Yes ap The answer is Railsea, China Mievilles latest book, a wildly
inventive crossover/young adult fantasy with elements of SF and trains, lots of But no matter how spectacular it is,
Sham cant shake the sense that there is more to life than traveling the endless rails of the railsea even if
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